


Enjoy 
your Life!

Enjoy your Life Night & Day line is something that didn’t exist 
before, but now it does. An exclusive mixture of elegant pieces 
of furniture that springs from the union between the unique 
italian design and the most advanced cooling technologies 
enclosed in a collection designed for outdoor areas. Enjoy 

your Life - Night & Day is the appeal of a new lifestyle, 
along with the blow of an uncommon breeze. The time 

for a drink, the taste of freshness, the feeling of a 
never-ending spring. Light in the dark. 

You can dance around it all night long...

Enjoy
your Lifef b!
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THE FREE SOUL IS RARE, BUT YOU KNOW IT WHEN 

VERY GOOD, WHEN YOU ARE NEAR OR WITH THEM.

~ Charles Bukowski 
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A welcome promise of freshness 

Each season has its own charm, but spring embraces 
you with new colors, welcoming light and an always 
optimal temperature.
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PRIMAVERA

Patented solutionUS Patented 29/489,687Designed in Italy

Ideal for:
 small/medium gardens
 pool sides
 terraces
 patios
 gazebos

Plus
 lights the night
 furnishes the garden
 support base for your drink
 keeps mosquitoes away
 neutralizes odours and dust
 decreases considerably the temperature

Colours available:

Brown Wood White Blizzard
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AURORA

Ideal for:
 small/medium gardens
 pool sides
 terraces
 patios
 gazebos

Plus:
 lights the night
 furnishes the garden
 support base for your drink
 decreases considerably the temperature
 keeps mosquitoes away
 neutralizes odours and dust

Rattan colours available:

Brown Wood White Blizzard

White lacquered Natural wood

Patented solutionUS Patented 29/489,687Designed in Italy

Awards:

Ci ,  
Guangzhou

Nhs,  
Las Vegas

Spoga+Gafa, 
Colonia
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A light in the dark

There’s a light that makes this night more fascinating.  
Shapes can confuse senses. The soul dances. A new 

style comes alive in its rite of initiation.
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The totem of friendship

“We didn’t want to change the world, but we did 
think that we could change our lives. In the magic 
atmosphere created by that light we found the sense 
of our friendship.” 
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ATMOSFERA

MADE IN ITALY Patented solutionUS Patented 29/489,688

Ideal for:
 outdoor areas
 restaurants
 hotels
 bars
 ice-cream parlours
 stalls
 pubs

Plus:
 lights the night
 furnishes your outdoor areas
 wide table to place your snack or your drink
 keeps mosquitoes away
 neutralizes odours and dust
 decreases considerably the temperature

Colours available:

Sunset Orange  Platinum Grey 
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INCONTRO

MADE IN ITALY

Ideal for:
 restaurants
 hotels
 bars
 ice-cream parlours
 stalls
 pubs

Plus:
 lights the night
 furnishes your outdoor areas
 a comfortable table to give space to all your 

activities
 keeps mosquitoes away
 neutralizes odours and dust
 decreases considerably the temperature

Colours available:

Sunset Orange  Platinum Grey 

Patented solutionUS Patented 29/489,688
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Charm eager for passion

A moonlight drink is waiting for you. Glances at each other 
in the shadow of a soft light. An elegant line. The magic of 

attraction. The young night sets the passion free.
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ALBA

MADE IN ITALY

Ideal for:
 gardens
 pool sides
 terraces
 patios
 gazebos

Plus:
 lights the night
 furnishes your outdoor areas
 support base for your drink
 decreases considerably the temperature
 keeps mosquitoes away
 neutralizes odours and dust

Colours available:

Sunset Orange  Platinum Grey 

Patented solutionUS Patented 29/489,688
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A sea breeze in your garden
It’s like having a sea breeze in the heart of your 

garden. When life smells of wellness.
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The appeal of a new lifestyle, along with 
the blow of an uncommon breeze

The smile of a new lifestyle, along with the blow of an 
uncommon breeze. The time for a drink, the taste of 
freshness, the feeling of a never-ending spring.
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CIELO

MADE IN ITALY

Ideal for:
 outdoor areas
 bars
 hotels
 restaurants
 clubs

Plus:
 lights the night
 furnishes your outdoor areas
 decreases considerably the temperature
 keeps mosquitoes away
 neutralizes odours and dust

Colours available:

Sunset Orange  Platinum Grey 

Patented solutionUS Patented 29/489,688
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You can’t resist the cloud freshness

Experience the feeling to dance in the clouds.
Thanks to this wellness heaven that surrounds you 
with freshness and delight.
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ATMOSFERA 
90

MADE IN ITALY

Ideal for:
 beach resorts
 pool sides
 entertainment centers
 cafes

Plus:
 support base for your drink
 decreases considerably the temperature
 keeps mosquitoes away
 neutralizes odours and dust

Colours available:

Sunset Orange  Platinum Grey 

Patented solutionUS Patented 29/489,688
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NUVOLA

MADE IN ITALY

Ideal for:
 villas
 gardens
 pool sides

Plus:
 lights the night
 decreases considerably the temperature
 keeps mosquitoes away
 neutralizes odours and dust
 a complete set: table with base in stainless 

steel and 4 armchairs made of stainless steel 
and weaving in synthetic rattan

Patented solution
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A sea breeze in your garden

It’s like having a sea breeze in the heart of your 
garden. When life smells of wellness.
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EMOZIONE

Ideal for:
 bars
 terraces
 patios
 gazebos

Plus:
 support base for your drink
 tasteful Italian style
 comfortable easy chair with shaped cushion

Colours available:

White Blizzard Brown Wood
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Direct line with comfort

Find your moment for relax and well-being.
A charming corner, where coziness meets style.
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MADE IN ITALY

Exterior painting
Resistant to humidity, weather and UV rays.

Details make perfection and  
perfection is not a detail.

Interior in acacia wood
Guarantees strength, being thick 20mm. 
Acacia is a strong-cored wood, its fiber is 
thin and compact, and humidity resistant. 
FSC certified wood.

Twine of high quality rattan
Synthetic rattan presents a dense and precise 
twine, is resistant to UV rays and atmospheric 
agents, is waterproof and creates stylish pieces 
of furniture.

Respect for the environment
LED lighting is energetically more efficient, 
has a longer life cycle and is much more  
eco-friendly.

Zero emissions of UV rays and IR rays, a danger 
for the human eye if directly exposed to them.

www.sanfog.biz perfection is not a perfection is not a 
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MADE IN ITALY

A cloud of well-being
The Idrobase Group cooling system uses a 
360° fan which blows the air, impregnated of 
microscopic tiny drops of water, creating a sort 
of cloud all around you.

Fresh: YES, wet: NO
The millions of pressurized water droplets 
produced are thinner than a single hair. The 
sprayed water vaporizes before touching the 
ground without wetting people or objects 
and lowering considerably the surrounding 
temperature.

To work optimally, we recommend using Enjoy 
products in poorly ventilated areas.

Support base and sides  
made of painted wood

It's Cool!
The nice design, combined with highly selected 
materials, creates a product of absolute value, 
a piece of furniture unique in the marketplace.

Wholly designed in Italy by Idrobase Group.

No wet
Patented Solution
Chinese Patented 
ZL 2013 2 0635297.X 

Patented SolutionUS Patented 
29/489,687 - 29/489,688
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Enjoy temperature:  
the freshness that 
points to the head

 This is the reason why we decided to 
focus the freshness on the head, the most important part of the body.

Enjoy your Life is the perfect solution for: 
 Avoid extreme temperature leap;
 
 The water evaporates without wetting people and giving a thin veil of well-being;
 
 Freshened head to reach vitality, balance and comfort;

Feel the sensation of “Enjoy Temperature”
the ideal temperature focused to the head.

70%

200%

0%

100%

No wet
Patented Solution
Chinese Patented  
ZL 2013 2 0635297.X 

Freshened head

that involves the 
whole body

absolute comfort 
to pamper your 
senses

no chills harmful 
to the stomach or 
other parts

of the body heat is 
released through 
the head

the freshness that
points to the head
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P A U S E  &  G O  S Y S T E M

P A U S E  &  G O  S Y S T E M

Range
Enjoy
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For a perfect level of wellbeing, for a positive effect on the biometeorological comfort. The Enjoy Range  is the optimal rate of 
humidity: everyone in the action area of Enjoy your Life – Night & day  can feel this sensation, thanks to the Pause&Go  operating 
mode.

With Pause&Go  the sprinkler system is automatically turned off and switched on  again, so you will have a humidity level always 
included in Enjoy Range  in the immediate and long term.

You will maintain optimal body condition

Pause & Go system advantages:
 Refreshes without wetting  due to the absence of condensation;
 Reduction  of energy and water consumption  because there is not a continuous working;
 No maintenance , thanks to pause the pump is always fresh and never under stress;
 Improved operational autonomy , you don’t need to load the water tank too often;
 Instantaneous pause and startup  times: no heavy drops of water that could wetting people and objects;

The remote control  of all Enjoy your Life  products can activate remotely 
lighting  and misting systems .

No drops of water deposit on the nozzles , so there will be no limescale  that 
creates pluggings.

You can set , 
according to 
your needs and 
preferences,  
pause time  (Pause) 
and operating time  
(Go), to maintain 
the perfect level of 
well-being.

Nebulization has 
two modes : Off  
(turned off) and 
On (Pause&Go 
operating mode).
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Defense against mosquitoes
When you choose the Stop Mosquitoes kit , you can relax knowing that your outdoor nights will be taken care of. You can stop the 
mosquitoes hassle .

Take control of your outdoor wellness: choose on your own and according to your needs which component will be sprayed into 
the air.

Trust in the misting system installed on Enjoy  solutions : you will be able to spread in the air the Stop Mosquitoes  mixture that 
best meets your needs. Simply set up your Enjoy product according to the desired function: refreshing  or Stop  Mosquitoes . 

The implemented software  will manage everything in a simple and easy way. Choose your program: everything will work 
automatically , thanks to the optimal management of pause / work  cycles.

The Stop Mosquitoes kit  solves the problem of mosquitoes thanks to the , which will manage the 
nebulization of the mixture inside the 2L dedicated tank .

Thanks to the component Misting Puro
always the tap water is as perfect as we would like, but this is a problem you don’t have to worry about anymore. The sprayed 
water is free of bacteria and germs  in order to let you breathe deeply.
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Arouse your senses 
with the fragrances 
of the Enjoy your 
Life line
Choose your favorite fragrance and dilute it in the water tank

EUCALIPTO /  EX20

A refreshing and 
purifying essence 

to an healthy 
eucalyptus scent

VANIGLIA /  EX30

An embracing fragrance, 
a sweetness mix for 

relaxation and serenity: 
vanilla scent

LIMONE /  EX40

A sparkling and cheerful 
atmosphere, thanks to 

the lemon spraying

LAVANDA / EX50

Take a tour in 
Provence with the 
fascination of the 

lavender scent

FIORI /  EX60

Thousand shades of 

bouquet  
gently spreads 

around

CAFFÈ /  EX80

Mind awakening, 
try the coffee 

aroma to be 
dynamic and 

energetic

with the fragrances
of the Enjoy your
Life linef
Choose your favff orite fragrance and diludilute it in the water tanker tank
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PRIMAVERA

ZX.5160 ZX.5170

EQUIPPED WITH
 LED lights kit (10W) 6500K, lumen 1400
 Electric motorpump F25
 Ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
 10L tank, 3,5h autonomy with time pause 10”/work 5”
 Analogic timer, to set pause/work cycles

INCONTRO

ZX.5080 ZX.5082

EQUIPPED WITH
 Electric motorpump F40
 White painted wooden support base
 Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
 Analogic timer, to set pause/work cycles
 30L tank, 7h autonomy with time  
pause 10”/work 5”

AURORA

ZX.5130 ZX.5150 ZX.5140

EQUIPPED WITH
 LED lights kit (10W) 6500K, lumen 1400
 Electric motorpump F25
 White or natural painted wooden support base
 Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
 10L tank, 3,5h autonomy with time pause 10” /work 5”
 Analogic timer, to set pause/work cycles

ATMOSFERA

ZX.5050 ZX.5052

EQUIPPED WITH
 Electric motorpump F40
 White painted wooden support base
 Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
 Analogic timer, to set pause/work cycles
 30L tank, 7h autonomy with time  
pause 10”/work 5”

 Kit of 2 wheels

ALBA

ZX.5070 ZX.5072

EQUIPPED WITH
 Electric motorpump F25
 White painted wooden support base
 Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
 Analogic timer, to set pause/work cycles
 30L tank, 10h autonomy with time  
pause 10”/work 5”
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ATMOSFERA 90

 ZX.5050-90  ZX.5052-90

EQUIPPED WITH
 Electric motorpump F60
 White painted wooden support base
 Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
 Analogic timer, to set pause/work cycles
 50L tank,  16h autonomy with time  
pause 10” /work 5”
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NUVOLA

PC.KPO360

EQUIPPED WITH
 Electric motorpump F40
 A complete set: table with base in stainless 
steel and table weaving in synthetic rattan, and 
4 armchairs made of stainless steel and weaving 
in synthetic rattan.

 Fan with ring of 6 anti-drip fog nozzles
 LED lights kit  (20W) IP 65
 Analogic timer, to set pause/work cycles
 50L tank,  16h autonomy with time  
pause 10” /work 5”
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EMOZIONE

PC.CA01

EQUIPPED WITH
 2 comfortable easy chairs kit
 2 shaped cushions kit
 Glass table with practical support base

350cm

Enjoy your Life, customizable with your own 
advertisement
The line of products Enjoy your Life - Night & Day  has been designed with the 
possibility to customize the surfaces on both sides at the base of the furniture and 
on the cover of the top part. 

It’s indeed an additional value for this line of products especially conceived to create 
new business opportunity for bars, restaurants, pizzerias, swimming pools, beaches  
and, generally speaking of any kind of public place or business trade which may 
present outdoor place available for access.
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